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DUBLIN, LEINSTER, IRELAND, October

7, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Razer Blade has been a popular choice

for gamers and laptop enthusiasts for

years. The latest version, the Razer

Blade 15 2018 h2, boasts some of the

best features available in a gaming

laptop. But is it still the best option on

the market? Here's a look at what you

can expect from this powerful device. 

The Razer Blade 15 2018 h2 is one of

the most powerful gaming laptops on

the market. It features a 6-core Intel Core i7 processor, 16GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce

GTX 1070 graphics card. This allows it to handle even the most demanding games with ease. In

addition, it comes with a large 512GB solid state drive, which provides plenty of storage space for

your games and other files. And thanks to its thin and lightweight design, you can take it with

So is the Razer Blade 15

2018 h2 still among the best

choices for a gaming

laptop?”
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you wherever you go without any trouble. 

So is the Razer Blade 15 2018 h2 still among the best

choices for a gaming laptop? Absolutely! It offers

everything that you need to get the most out of your

gaming experience, including great performance and

portability. So if you're in need of a new gaming laptop, be

sure to consider this device. You won't be disappointed!

The Razer Blade has been one of the most popular choices for gamers and laptop enthusiasts

for years; its latest incarnation boasting some of best features available in any gaming laptop

currently on offer - but does that mean it’s still king? Let’s take an in depth look at what makes

this machine so alluring to many consumers eyeing up top end portable gaming devices…

Boasting an impressive 6-core Intel Core i7 Processor as well as 16GB DDR4 Memory running at

2666Mhz - not to mention that evergreen NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 Graphics Card 8GB GDDR5
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(Max-Q Design) - this particular unit is primed & ready to tackle any AAA title or application

thrown its way; making it perfect those who like their PC games smooth as butter! Coupled with

Windows 10 Home (64bit) Operating System preinstalled - oh how sweet Microsoft are being

these days - there’s little standing in your way when wanting enjoy titles such as Forza Horizon 4

or Hitman 2 on highest settings... With dimensions coming in at just 0.78 x 14.08 x 9.25 inches

(HWD) and weight starting at only 4 pounds too; taking your RIG with you wherever isn’t going

cause much grief either! All considered then; if having all round excellent hardware specs along

with slick aesthetics are key considerations when choosing next Gaming Laptop purchase - then

rest assured that yes indeed, The Razer blade 15 2018 H2 should remain near top your list no

matter what else happens before buying decision time arrives… continuing success story here!.

See our Full Review here: https://dublinrush.com/the-razer-blade-15-2018-h2-is-the-perfect-

balance-of-power-and-portability/
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